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ANTICARCOMA02/04/2001

Anti-woodworm 
double action 
concentrated additive: 
Prevents: Added to 
Monto solvent based 
wood products 
protects wood.  
Recuperates:  
Thinned and applied 
properly on damaged 
surfaces can eliminate 
woodworm.

DESCRIPTION PRODUCTOS PARA USO ESPECIFICO 

ADITIVOS                      

Interior and exterior priming.
Applied directly on wood previously thinned,  prevents and recuperates damage surfaces and eliminates 
woodworm.
Permits direct application on solvent based Monto specific products for wood. (See Family 5 for Wood).
Applicable also on plaster, cement, metal or brick to prevent the laying of eggs from insects such as 
flies, mosquitoes, cockroaches etc... and their proliferation.

Can be easily added to solvent based Monto products.
Recuperates surfaces attacked by woodworm  (Hilotrupes Bajulus), termites or moth.
Prevents the laying of egss and proliferation of a great number of insects.
Its composition  develops and intense, active and prolonged action.
Compatible with any "Converplus Monto" solvent based product.
Allows painting over with any Monto product after surface absorption and solvent evaporation.
Does not modify the basic properties of resulting product such as gloss maintenance, brushability, 
discoloration or yellowing.
Excellent performance.
Final product after addition becomes very easy to be applied by brush, roller or spray gun.
Very easy to apply by immersion.

Nature. Solvent based pyrethroid mixture.
Appearence: Transparent creamy  coloured  in liquid form.
Specific weight (ASTM D-1475-90): 0,95 + 0,05 Kg./l.
Toxicity
     - Oral Administration LD 50 ( rats) >5.000 mg. /Kg. Body weight.
     - Dermal administration  LD50 (rats)>7.500 mg./Kg. Body weight.
     - Dermal irritation  (Rabbit ): No.
     - Eye irritation (Rabbit): No.
Performance: Depending on damage degree.
Drying (20º C HR: 60%):
     - To touch: As per product to which is to be added. 
     -Total: As per product to which is to be added.

Thinner: Disolvente 1401, oily and synthetic.
Recuperating action:
Method: immmersion or injection directly into middle of wood.
Process: Mix within given proportion 6 : 1 in volume with solvent 1401 (every 750 ml solvent ref.1401 for 
oily and synthetic, add  125 ml  Converplus Matacarcomas.
Preventive action:
Method: Apply by brush, roller or spray gun.
Process: Mix within given proportions  6 : 1 in volume with Monto varnish or enamel (every 750 ml  
Monto varnish or enamel, add 125 ml Converplus Matacarcomas).
Repainting: Follow usual process of chosen varnish or enamel. Should you use the immersion system,  
solvent should evaporate. It is advisable to wait for a minimum or 24 hours and an unlimited maximum 
of time. 
Cleaning: Disolvente 1406, oily and synthetic 1401 and 1405.

New wood:
-Surface should be free of any foreign products or remains.
-Apply on wood with less than 20%   moisture content.
-Apply on wood in good condition,  dry and free of grease and dust.
-Sandpaper and eliminate  any remains in joints and mechanical faults.
-Old wood should be previously sandpapered and primed. Remove any dust by brushing off or using 
any other mechanical system..

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

Painted or varnished surfaces:
-If they have been varnished with Montoxyl Color (ref. 1300), remove off foreign remains, or areas in bad 
condition, sandpaper slightly, brush any resulting dust and proceed as per new wood.
-If they have been varnised with close pore varnishes such as: Barniz Sintético Universal Mate (Ref: 
1350), Satinado (Ref: 1360) or Brillante (Ref: 1370), Barniz Velero (Ref: 1380), Barniz Alta Montaña 
(Ref: 1385) or similar, these should be removed off. 
In the case of blisters, fissures or raising of hair, these should be removed off  by using a stripping 
product such as  Quitamont Universal (Ref: 3510) or by using mechanical methods and proceed as per 
new wood.  If surface is in good condition, sandpaper slightly, eliminate resulting dust and proceed as 
per new wood. 
-If they have been varnished with polyurethane or cellulose varnishes, these should be removed off by 
using a stripping product such as Quitamont Universal (Cód: 3510) or by mechanical systems and 
proceed as per new wood.
-If they have been enamelled with synthetic enamels such as: Montosintetic ( Ref.2020, 2024) Marisma 
(Ref.: 2010, 2014), Luxatín (Ref.: 2028) or similar,  these should be removed off by using a stripping 
product such:  Quitamont Universal (Ref: 3510) or by using mechanical systems and proceed as per 
new wood.

Prior to application, surfaces should be sandpapered and foreign products eliminated.
In order to recuperate damage wood, first,  this product should be slowly thinned and then applied either 
by immersion or with a syringe until surface becomes totally saturated.
If used with a preventive action, mix it up with Monto range of varnishes or enamels and apply resulting 
product as a conventional varnish or enamel by brush, spray gun or special roller for enamelling.
Leave to stand between coats allowing enough time to enable solvent to evaporate and permit the total 
drying of treated wood.

SURFACE RESTORATION

APPLICATION

PREVENTIVE 
ACTION NEW 
WOOD PRODUCTO MONTO+ 

CONVERPLUS
PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

Std:

Max:

PREVENTIVE 
ACTION OLD 
ENAMELS PRODUCTO MONTO+ 

CONVERPLUS
PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

Std:

Max:

PREVENTIVE 
ACTION OLD 
VARNISHES PRODUCTO MONTO+ 

CONVERPLUS
PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

Std:

Max:

RECUPERATES 
OLD ENAMELS

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

Std:

Max:

RECUPERATES 
NEW WOOD

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

Std:

Max:

RECUPERATES 
OLD VARNISHES

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

DILUCION CONVERPLUS 
INMERSION O INYECCION

Std:

Max:

PREVENTIVE 
ACTION AGAINST 
INSECTS/PLASTER PRODUCTO MONTO+ 

CONVERPLUS
PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

PRODUCTO MONTO+ 
CONVERPLUS

Std:

Max:
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

Since this is a product specially formulated to prevent and recuperate damaged wooden surfaces, first we should check the degree 
of damage caused by for example an attack of termites or woodworm etc.    If wood has been seriously damaged,  it may be too late 
to protect or recuperate surface.
Product shelf life:  18 months from manufacturing date provided is kept in original container, in a dry room, at temperatures between 
5º C and 35º C maximum.
The current EEC marketing merchandising laws and regulations must be observed and carried out all times.
Under the current EEC laws adn regulations, norms indicated in container must be observed and carried out at all times

GENERAL INFORMATION
/ CEMENT/METAL.
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